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A Bee in Her Bonnet
What happens when one of the Amish bonnet sisters does some snooping and
stumbles upon something shocking? Has Wilma misled everyone, including her new
husband? With the future of the apple orchard hanging in the balance, will Florence be
ruthless and seize the opportunity to own it? If you love sweet and clean Amish
romances that keep you entertained and guessing, you'll love Amish Mayhem.Get
your copy now.

Love Finds You in Charm, Ohio
When an English family's dark secrets collide with the Amish, sweet and innocent
Emma Byler is caught in the middle of two worlds. For sixteen years, Jacob Byler
kept his daughter Emma sheltered and protected in their Amish community. When a
secret becomes too much for him to bear, it drives a wedge in their relationship and
threatens to change Emma's life forever. When an unexpected relationship with
Daniel Miller comes to light, will he be able to remind Emma of her faith and help her
deal with the lies that surround her birth? Will the secret change her life forever, and
will she be able to forgive as God instructs her to do?

The Amish Bonnet Sisters Series
Unbeknownst to many folks outside the Amish Mennonite population in America,
Pinecraft, Florida—a village tucked away in the heart of Sarasota—is the vacation
paradise of the Plain People. Unlike any other Plain community in the world, this
village is a virtual melting pot of Amish and Mennonites from around the world,
intermingled with people, like author Sherry Gore’s family, who live there yearPage 1/14
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put together
a cookbook
that represents
the people who make
Pinecraft unique. With hundreds of easy-to-prepare recipes, 16 full-color
photographs and black-and-white photographs throughout, this cookbook includes
traditional favorites such as Sweet Potato Sweet Mash and Mrs. Byler’s Glazed
Donuts, as well as Florida favorites including Fried Alligator Nuggets, Grilled Lime
Fish Fillets, and Strawberry Mango Smoothies. Interspersed with the recipes are truelife stories about births, engagements, weddings, deaths, funerals, celebrations,
wildlife encounters, and accidents told through years of Sherry’s Letters from Home
column published in The Budget, the Amish newspaper. This delightful cookbook
offers readers a faith-based, family-focused perspective of the simple way of life of
the Plain People. It is truly a breath of fresh air from Sarasota, Florida!

Why I Left the Amish
As harvest time approaches, Levi evaluates the apple orchard's future. Favor is tired
of being overlooked and ignored, so does something that shocks everyone.
Meanwhile, one of the girls has another surprise entirely. Will Cherish make the right
decision when she learns the success of the harvest is in her hands? How will this
impact on Florence's goals to gain back control of the orchard? Two of the sisters
have found love, but will one of their boyfriends be tempted by the surprise visitor
staying with the girls? If you love sweet Amish romances filled with family
togetherness and sisterly interactions, start reading Amish Apple Harvest today.

Sarah's Sin
Celebrate Christmas with Four Amish Romances. A Choice to Forgive by Beth
Wiseman After Daniel disappeared that long-ago Christmas Eve, Lydia built a life with
his brother. But now she's a widow and Daniel has reappeared, asking for
forgiveness. Can she go back to her normal life with her long-lost love as her
neighbor? A Miracle for Miriam by Kathleen Fuller Seth is no longer the arrogant
young man who shattered Miriam's confidence and broker her heart. Will he be able
to show "plain" Miriam that she is truly beautiful to him? One Child by Barbara
Cameron The birth of one child forever changed the world two thousand years ago.
On a snowy Christmas night in Lancaster County, another child changes the world for
two very different couples. Christmas Cradles by Kelly Long When Anna Stolis takes
over for her aunt, the local midwife, Christmas night heats up with multiple deliveries,
three strangers' quilts, and unexpected help from the handsome and brooding Asa
Lapp.

Sarah's Gift
Their bees produce the most delectable honey in all of Wisconsin. And the three
Christner girls are fondly known as The Honeybee Sisters throughout their peaceful
Amish community--where their spirited sweetness is attracting any number of
hopeful suitors. . . Lively, determined, and independent, Poppy Christner isn't about
to let some vandal keep making mischief on her family's farm. She's been outrunning
boys and standing up for picked-on children ever since she was a girl--no matter how
much her prideful, arrogant schoolmate Luke Bontranger insulted her. So Poppy
certainly doesn't need his interference now, especially since he's made it plain he
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culprit--and growing humble and remorseful--she'll be forced to notice how handsome
his change-of-heart is making him. And that could mean falling in love--maybe for a
lifetime⋯ Praise for Jennifer Beckstrand and her Matchmakers of Huckleberry Hill
series "Full of kind, sincere characters struggling with the best ways to stay true to
themselves and their beliefs." --Publishers Weekly "A delightful voice in Amish
romance. Sweet and funny." --Emma Miller

Amish Bliss
Shocking secrets are revealed when Florence finds out about the English neighbor
from next door. Will she feel the same when she learns the truth?Meanwhile,
Florence's stepmother is growing closer to Amish widower, Levi Brunner, and
Florence doesn't know how she feels about that. She's certainly not ready for a
replacement father. Her step-sister Joy is still consumed with her feelings for Isaac
and is determined to find out exactly how he feels. Joys plans are delayed when
Mercy returns with news. Will Florence risk losing everything, her faith and the apple
orchard, for a man who's kept the truth covered for so long? Could a surprise visitor
change everything?

The Amish Bonnet Sisters Series: 3 Books-In-1: Amish Mercy: Amish
Honor: a Simple Kiss
In Willow Ridge, Missouri, the Christmas season is a time when faith brings peace,
family brings warmth and new romance brings sparkling joy. . . Twins For Christmas
For spirited Martha Coblentz and her twin Mary, the snow has delivered the perfect
holiday and birthday present to their door--handsome brothers Nate and Bram
Kanagy. But when unforeseen trouble interrupts their season's good cheer, it will
take unexpected intervention--and sudden understanding--to give all four the
blessing of a lifetime. . . Kissing The Bishop As the year's first snow settles,
Nazareth Hooley and her sister are given a heaven-sent chance to help newly
widowed Tom Hostetler tend his home. But when her hope that she and Tom can
build on the caring between them seems a dream forever out of reach, Nazareth
discovers that faith and love can make any miracle possible. . . "A heartwarming new
voice for fans of Beverly Lewis." --Emma Miller Delicious holiday treat recipes
included! Praise for The Seasons of the Heart series "Another great book centered
around the Sweet Seasons Caf ." --RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars Praise for Naomi King
"A heartwarming story, beautifully told."--JoAnn Grote, author of "Image of Love"

The Honeybee Sisters Cookbook
Amish widow Mattie vows never to love again . . . until a suspicious outsider with a
shadowy past comes crashing into her fragile world. Mattie Diener can barely keep it
together. A young Amish widow and mother of two young children, she faces the
lingering heartbreak of lost love, her son’s mysterious illness, and a torrent of
accusations that threaten to undo her. Bo Lambright is a fast-rising social services
investigator whose high-society mother won’t rest until she finds his Mrs. Right.
Despite Bo’s worldly success, the raw ache of a shadowy past and a series of
unsettling dreams have left him reeling. When Mattie and Bo cross paths, all signs
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begin to stir that seem destined only to end in more heartbreak. Is a miracle
possible—not only of healing but of forbidden love? What secrets lie in Bo’s dreams?
And will Mattie find the courage to face her uncertain future . . . or will she simply
run away?

The Outcast
LARGE PRINT EDITION. There is a new boss in the house. The Amish Baker sisters
have a new stepfather and a new stepsister. What will the girls do when they learn of
their new rules? When the sisters show their displeasure in their new living
arrangements, is the pressure too much for their mother? In the midst of the
upheavals, what becomes of the apple orchard? Is the orchard lost to Florence
forever? You will love this new addition to The Amish Bonnet Sisters series because
it's lively, heart-warming, and filled with love.

Amish Joy LARGE PRINT
Where Is the Hope in Grief for a Young Amish Widow? Sylvia has been nearly
paralyzed with grief and anxiety since the tragic death of her husband, father, and
brother in a traffic accident. She tries to help in the family’s greenhouse while caring
for her two young children, but she prefers not to have to deal with customers. Her
mother’s own grief causes her to hover over her children and grandchildren, and
Sylvia seeks a diversion. She takes up birdwatching and soon meets an Amish man
who teaches her about local birds. But Sylvia’s mother doesn’t trust Dennis Weaver,
and as the relationship sours, mysterious attacks on the greenhouse start up again.

Money Secrets of the Amish
Learn the rules of the English language with this easy and engaging style guide.
Grammar is complicated. But many textbooks and style guides are often so long and
tedious that even English teachers use them as a classroom doorstop. Grammar 101
is a fun, comprehensive guide focusing on the essentials of grammar. With simple
explanations and entertaining examples, you can learn everything you need to know
to employ commas, semicolons, and em dashes with confidence. You’ll even be
prepared to wrangle your run-on sentences and sharpen your syntax with ease. So
whether you’re looking for an introduction to the rules of grammar or a refresher to
keep on your desk, Grammar 101 has all the answers.

Runaway Amish Girl
When former Amish man, Uncle Alfie, is found dead, the police are convinced his
missing nephew, Jazeel, has murdered him and is on the run. The woman who was
hoping to marry Jazeel turns to Ettie Smith for help. Ettie soon finds herself
unravelling lies, reasons for revenge, and ulterior motives, and they're just from
Uncle Alfie's family. When Jazeel surfaces, he's got some interesting information that
will throw new light on the investigation. Will Ettie discover who killed Uncle Alfie
when she's contending with a secretive housekeeper, a hostile rescue cat, and a
nosey neighbor?
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What the Heart Sees
Ever since returning from her rumschpringe pregnant and unwed, Becky Troyer has
been a pariah in her Amish community. Her world changes, however, when the
handsome Jacob Miller arrives at her family's farm. As their friendship deepens, the
two find themselves inexplicably drawn to each other.

Huckleberry Hearts
When a celery patch mysteriously pops up overnight in the Yoder's field, it begins to
draw some unwanted suitors competing for Naomi's hand. When someone grows an
oversized patch of celery in Naomi's field, she gets accused of trying to "catch" a
husband. Will rumors spread by a jealous friend damage her reputation and threaten
her chances of marrying the man she loves? Christian Mystery Suspense & Romance,
this book has it all!

The Amish Woman and Her Last Hope
When elderly Amish widows, Ettie Smith and her sister, visited Brunhilde Hoffman to
see why she was having such a rocky road, they found themselves stirred into a
sticky murder mystery. Brunhilde was dead! Even though Ettie's sister didn't want a
bar of it, Ettie had to find out why things had turned sour for the prolific candy
maker. The one thing that had them glazed over was, who could've wanted the Amish
candy shop owner dead? When it came to the crunch, was it possible Brunhilde
wasn't as sweet and soft-centered as she made out? If you like a good wholesome
book with mystery, humor, and quirky characters, you'll love Sugar and Spite. Get
your copy now.

Finding Mercy
Pregnant.Shunned.Heartbroken.This is Eirene's true story of how she left the Amish.
Like most Amish children, Eirene had a carefree childhood in a tight-knit family life in
the Old Order Amish community where she grew up Indiana. Though she had no
indoor plumbing, no electricity, and no modern conveniences, her young life was full
of joy. Horseback riding, reading, working with her father, and singing while making
noodles and quilts with her sisters filled her days as she grew up. When Eirene
becomes pregnant and marries at the tender age of 17, the harsh reality of her new
life sets in. From getting snowed in by 10 feet of snow to carrying icy buckets of
water inside just to make coffee or wash dishes, Eirene remains steadfast in
providing the best care she can for her son. As she has four more children, her world
revolves around them, and they bring her more joy than she could have ever
imagined.Though she loves being a mother, and she loves her family, Eirene knows
there has to be more to life than just being a housewife confined to her home with no
money, no phone, and no transportation. Doesn't God have a bigger purpose for her?
Wasn't she meant for more? When Eirene makes a Christian friend, she is hungry to
learn more about the loving God who died for her and rose again, a God so unlike the
one she'd learned about growing up Amish. Eirene knows God is calling her to leave
so she can serve God. But is she willing to leave her family, her community, and
everything she's ever known behind? Eirene prays that her story will be in
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encouragement
to a struggling
mother
wondering
if life will ever
change or get better.Please follow Eirene on Amazon to be notified of her new
releases in the future.* "This book was so enthralling, I stayed up late into the night
to find out what would happen next. Never before has a book taken me through such
a roller coaster ride of emotions: suspense, anguish, sorrow, indignation, and joy.
This woman's story touched my heart, and when she was hurt in the story, it was
written so beautifully that I could feel her pain. Her story was so incredible, how she
could still have such unwavering faith after everything that happened to her. So many
things in this story were absolutely shocking and absolutely heart-wrenching, but
there were also so many joyful parts that spoke of the cheerful memories of the
author's childhood, and the close-knit Amish community. I am a true admirer of the
Amish, but all Amish communities are different. We sometimes put the Amish on a
pedestal, but they are human too, and also make mistakes just like us. This story was
heartbreaking and raw, but most of all, it truly was inspirational. Once you start, you
won't be able to put it down." -Ashley Emma, bestselling author of Undercover
Amish, Amish Under Fire, and more

Simply Delicious Amish Cooking
There are two ways to leave the Amish—one is through life and the other through
death. When Saloma Miller Furlong’s father dies during her first semester at Smith
College, she returns to the Amish community she had left twenty four years earlier
to attend his funeral. Her journey home prompts a flood of memories. Now a mother
with grown children of her own, Furlong recalls her painful childhood in a family
defined by her father’s mental illness, her brother’s brutality, her mother’s
frustration, and the austere traditions of the Amish—traditions Furlong struggled to
accept for years before making the difficult decision to leave the community. In this
personal and moving memoir, Furlong traces the genesis of her desire for freedom
and education and chronicles her conflicted quest for independence. Eloquently told,
Why I Left the Amish is a revealing portrait of life within—and without—this frequently
misunderstood community.

Amish Mayhem
The Amish bonnet sisters are back in the second boxed set edition in this bestselling series. This set contains the fourth, fifth and sixth Amish Romances in the
series: Amish Joy: Amish Family Secrets: The Englisher. Amish Joy Shocking
secrets are revealed when Florence finds out about the English neighbor from next
door. Will she feel the same when she learns the truth? Amish Family Secrets Lies
have been told. What will Florence do when she learns the truth that her stepmother
has been keeping from her for many years? Will this change Florence's plans? The
Englisher She's not allowed home, or near the orchard. Her stepmother has
disturbing news that even alienates her best-behaved daughter. How will Florence
feel when she sees all the fruit on her beloved apple trees rotting?Why won't they
take her advice, and why is her stepmother being so stubborn? What the reviewers
say: ★★★★★ I can't wait to read the next book in the series. Follow this author!!
★★★★★ This entire series is absolutely enthralling. ★★★★★ I couldn't put them
down! ★★★★★The interwoven story of the family members is extremely
compelling. ★★★★★ You won't want to put it down! ★★★★★ Great read! Loved
the storyline in all the books. It kept me wanting to finish it to see what happens.
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★★★★★ The
pickedSisters
a wonderful
of characters.
They blend so
beautifully. ★★★★★ I have really enjoyed reading this series. Growing with the
family makes you feel like you know them. I can not wait to see what is next.
★★★★★ I just love these stories and how each one builds more and grows with the
family. Samantha Price is a wonderful Amish writer and her books show it!!!
★★★★★ I have loved this series. The Amish Bonnet series written by Samantha
Price is a well written series. I have loved following the sisters grow up. They sure
know how to get themselves in a pickle. Available in print edition, and coming soon in
audio. (Books 7-9 and 10-12 are also available in great value boxed set editions.)

Amish Acres: The Celery Patch: Amish Christian Romance
Some believe in love at first sight. But lasting love is most clearly seen with the
heart. "A Miracle for Miriam" Miriam forgave Seth for humiliating her when they were
children on the schoolyard, but since then, she's guarded her heart. Years later,
Miriam sees him at a Christmas party and notices something has changed--not just
how he acts, but how he looks. When Seth pursues her, she rebuffs him. She's not
that foolish love-struck girl anymore. But Seth is intent on convincing her that he's
worth a second chance. "A Place of His Own" When Josiah left Paradise the first
time, he didn't even say good-bye. Now he's back, ten years later, and he's changed.
Why is he so distant and bitter? Where is the boy who used to be Amanda's best
friend? Amanda is learning that there are things even a capable Amish girl can't fix.
But will she just stand there and let him disappear again? "What the Heart Sees"Ellie
Chupp is resigned to never love again after she loses her sight in an accident.
Christopher Miller has returned home, five years after a tragedy took the life of his
fiancee. When Ellie and Chris meet again, their attraction is undeniable. But the
possibility of loving another person again is terrifying. By letting go of the past and
their fears of the future, old friends remind each other that what matters most is
invisible to the eye.

Leaving My Amish World: My True Story
"Growing up Amish and leaving the fold, Emma Gingerich left her Amish community
in Eagleville, Missouri, at the age of eighteen. Her memoir Runaway Amish Girl: The
Great Escape captivates even the timid reader. Disagreeing with the beliefs of Amish
traditions and upbringing, the pressure became too much for her to bear. Forced to
make a personal decision, Emma found the courage to leave the only life she had ever
known. She had no idea the emotional turmoil she'd inflict on her family and friends.
The emotional reaction of her parents, brothers and sisters, are gut wrenching.
Considered no longer a daughter and a sister, temporarily exiled, Emma finds a way
to be free. Education becomes her priority as she finds her place in this "English"
world. This true story is a rare glimpse into the life of a brave young woman."--Page
4 of cover.

To Dwell Among Cedars
Amish man, Titus Graber, is found dead sitting at his table with a crossword puzzle.
Not knowing if foul play is involved or not, Ettie Smith's brain goes into high gear.
When the police declare that the Amish man was murdered, Ettie becomes convinced
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Had Titus known he was about to be killed, or was a clue left there as a taunt from
the killer himself? Could the answer be literally staring Ettie in the face?

Grammar 101
An angry letter from Cherish brings a young man back into town to deliver an
apology in person. How does Cherish feel when she sees him again? Hope is
delighted when the man she loves joins her Amish community so they can eventually
marry. Will the isolation from the outside world prove too much for him? What
happens when Wilma and her new husband leave the girls alone for a quick vacation?
Will there even be a house standing on their return?Meanwhile, Bliss finds someone
with whom she has a lot in common. Cherish tells Bliss he's hiding something, but is
he? You will love this sweet and wholesome Amish romance series because there is
never a dull moment in the bonnet sisters' world. Grab your copy now and get caught
up with volume ten of their story.

An Amish Christmas
Young-at-heart octogenarians Anna and Felty Helmuth never miss the chance to find
a perfect match for one of their grandchildren. And when their beloved Cassie
returns to Huckleberry Hill, Wisconsin, Anna has a feeling they might soon have a
doctor in the family⋯ Though Cassie Coblenz left her Amish community to go to
college, Mammi and Dawdi's farm will always feel like home. It's the ideal place for an
extended study break—at least until her grandmother's handsome Englischer doctor
becomes a regular distraction. Zach Reynolds is the kind of heartbreaker Cassie has
learned to avoid, no matter how charming he may be. Unlike every woman Zach has
met in recent years, Cassie doesn't fall at his feet. Strong, generous, beautiful within
and without —she's everything he could want. Yet the gulf between them deepens
when a tragedy shakes his faith. Now the good doctor has one goal—to become a man
who could be worthy of Cassie' love⋯

A Dream of Miracles
2014 “Christian Retailing’s Best” award finalist! Raised in an Old Order Mennonite
community, Rachel Stoltzfus is a strong-willed single woman, content living apart
from mainstream society until whispers stir the moment her belly swells with new
life. Refusing to repent and name the partner in her sin, Rachel feels the wrath of the
religious sect as she is shunned by those she loves most. She is eventually coerced
into leaving by her brother-in-law, the bishop. But secrets run deep in this cloistered
community, and the bishop is hiding some of his own, threatening his conscience and
his very soul. When the life of Rachel’s baby is at stake, however, choices must be
made that will bring the darkness to light, forever changing the lives of those who call
Copper Creek home.

An Amish Country Christmas
Wilma is not a stranger to secrets, but could one big secret be her undoing? With
Levi at death's door and Wilma facing being a widow for a second time, what will
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husband's wishes? As usual, it's never a dull moment with the bonnet sisters. If you
haven't started The Amish Bonnet Sisters series yet, start with Book 1 Amish Mercy.

The Amish Woman And Her Secret Baby LARGE PRINT
Amish Crossword Murder
Abandoned by her converted Amish husband, Mary is left pregnant, broke and alone.
When further tragedy strikes, Mary is forced to make a heart-breaking decision.

Patchwork Dreams
Recovering from injuries suffered in a gang attack, brash doctor Matt Thorne
awakens to the sight of his nurse, a lovely, untouched Amish woman named Sarah
who must choose between the only world she has ever known and following her
heart.

A Complicated Kindness
"Determined to return the Ark of the Covenant to Shiloh, Levite musician Ronen
never expected that Eliora, the Philistine girl he rescued years ago, would be part of
the family he's tasked to deceive. As his attempts to charm her lead them in
unexpected directions, they question their loyalties when their beliefs about the Ark
and themselves are shaken"--

A Baby For Florence
Take one thoroughly modern gal with a recessionary income problem, mix with the
practices of a culture that has proved to be recession-proof, and what have you got?
A financial planner in a straw hat. When writer Lorilee Craker learned that the Amish
are not just surviving but thriving in the economic downturn, she decided to find out
why. What she found was about a dozen tried and true financial habits the Amish
have employed for generations that will make your cash last longer and help you
build wealth. Craker provides tips to use it up, wear it out, make do, or do without
rethink your gift giving repurpose, recycle, and reuse eat like royalty for a peasant's
pittance Endorsements: Packed with practical, simple, and smart money saving ideas
and teeming with great insight into the sensible Amish ways, Money Secrets of the
Amishwill entertain you with stories and retrain your brain to be the savvy money
saver you always dreamed you could be. --Beth Wiseman, best-selling author of Plain
Promise and Seek Me With All Your Heart Sometimes touching, sometimes humorous
and always helpful, author Lorilee Craker pulls us into the family rooms of the Amish
and shows us how they make ends meet. Story after story illustrates savvy money
management: trading for goods and services, shopping for bargains, living with less,
avoiding debt, curbing the desire to impress others. And Craker’s journalistic bent
provides plenty of takeaway value for the non-Amish. A very worthwhile read
whether your bank account is bursting or busting. --Suzanne Woods Fisher, author of
Amish Peace: Simple Wisdom for a Complicated World and Lancaster County Secrets
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Plain money wisdom. Self-confessed “Fancy” gal Lorilee Craker rolls up her sleeves
and cracks them open one-by-one, figuring out how to fit Amish principles to a nonAmish life. She succeeds, and so can you—read Money Secrets of the Amish and add
weight to your wallet. --Erik Wesner, amishamerica.com; author ofSuccess Made
Simple: An Inside Look at Why Amish Businesses Thrive Money Secrets of the
Amish is a practical, doable guide, and it's such fun to read. Lorilee's voice is as
engaging and lively as ever, and the wisdom she shares from the Amish community is
both inspiring and instructive. I just finished the last page, and my mind is buzzing
with all sorts of ways to waste less, want less, and spend less. --Shauna Niequist,
author of Cold Tangerines and Bittersweet Lorilee inspires and impacts your
everyday life with this marvelous little read. From buttons to bakery you suddenly
realize this conversation is not about just pinching a few pennies but about
transforming how we view our everyday lives. I applaud Lorilee for asking the hard
questions and pressing in to find honest answers. Forget the mall, kick back and soak
up the delicious wisdom of a life well lived. Thank you Lorilee for shaping my
everyday! --Tracey Bianchi, author of Green Mama Money Secrets of the Amish
isn’t so much about making money; it’s about family, discipline, and redefining what
wealthy means. This is a great read that helps us all to see more clearly what’s
really valuable in our lives. --Jeff McMahon, award-nominated musician and national
director/runner with the Team McGraw endurance program

Amish Apple Harvest LARGE PRINT
Emma seems to be the most blessed girl in Charm, Ohio. She teaches school, is
engaged to a wonderful man, and has a loving family. But this Amish girl has more on
her mind than buggies and bonnets. She longs for adventure and wants to see the
world. Rather than watching her hop the next plane to someplace exotic, her sister
Abby ropes her into going to stay with their cousin Doris for the summer. Will Emma
stay true to her faith and do what she knows is right? Or will the lifestyle of her new
friends tempt her to leave Charm forever?

Sugar and Spite LARGE PRINT
At age twenty, Salmoa Miller left behind her Amish community in Burton, Ohio, and
boarded a night train for Vermont, where she knew no one. Soon, however, a vanload
of people from her community, including the Amish bishop, arrived to take her back
into the fold. Saloma's freedom came to an abrupt end when she went back home to
Ohio with them. Thus began a years-long struggle of feeling torn between two
worlds: would she remain Amish and embrace the sense of belonging and community
her Amish life offered, or would she return to the newfound freedom she tasted in
Vermont? Bonnet Strings offers a universal story of overcoming adversity and a rare
look inside an Amish community. Readers will find in it a true story: of woundedness
and healing, of doubt and faith, and of the often competing desires for freedome and
belonging.

Secrets of Willow Springs
The star of Amish Mafia presents a confessional about Amish life today to reveal
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The Mockingbird's Song
The first three Amish Romances in the best-selling Amish Bonnet Sisters series from
USA Today Bestselling and Kindle Unlimited All Stars author Samantha Price. Amish
Mercy: Mercy is determined to marry a man she has never met. Florence has a hard
job slowing her down. Amish Honor: Honor falls in love with a man and runs away
with him. It's up to Florence to find her and bring her back. Florence enlists the help
of the new and mysterious Englisher neighbor. A Simple Kiss: When Ezekiel Troyer
came to dinner, Florence knew he would make her the perfect husband, but that
didn't stop her thinking about the mysterious neighbor next door. However,
daydreams were one thing, and reality was another. Will Florence finally put an end
to her foolish fantasies when Ezekiel hints at commitment? What the readers are
saying about The Amish Bonnet Sisters books: ★★★★★ This entire series is
absolutely enthralling. ★★★★★ I couldn't put them down! ★★★★★ The
interwoven story of the family members is extremely compelling. ★★★★★ You
won't want to put it down! ★★★★★ Great read! Loved the storyline in all the books.
It kept me wanting to finish it to see what happens. ★★★★★ The author has picked
a wonderful group of characters. They blend so beautifully. (Books 4-6, 7-9, and
10-12 are also available in great value boxed set editions.)

The Cost of Lies LARGE PRINT
Return to Home Valley with book three in Karen Harper’s fan-favorite romantic
suspense series Quiet, cautious Ella Lantz has spent her entire life in the Home
Valley. Tending her lavender fields, she finds calm and serenity in purple blooms,
heavenly scents and a simple life. But the sudden arrival of a strange visitor heralds a
host of new complications. Alex Caldwell is unlike any man Ella has ever met—in fact,
he’s a Wall Street whistle-blower under witness protection⋯and he's brought a world
of trouble to the Lantz doorstep. As Ella comes to trust—even love—a man so utterly
worldly, she realizes her life has already changed forever. When it becomes violently
clear that even the Home Valley is no refuge, Ella and Alex are driven into the wider
world to hide. And, with such a high price placed on their silence, they may not
survive to share their love⋯

Bonnet Strings
A work of fierce originality and brilliance, Miriam Toews' novel explores the ties that
bind families together and the forces that tear them apart. It is the world according to
Nomi Nickel, a heartbreakingly bewildered and wry young woman trapped in a small
Mennonite town that seeks to set her on the path to righteousness and smother her
at the same time. 'Half of our family, the better-looking half, is missing,' Nomi tells us
at the beginning of A Complicated Kindness. Left alone with her father Ray, her days
are spent piecing together the reasons her mother Trudie and her sister Tash have
gone missing, and trying to figure out what she can do to avoid a career at Happy
Family Farms, a chicken abattoir on the outskirts of East Village - not the
neighbourhood in Manhattan where Nomi most wants to live but the small town in
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known as The Mouth. As Nomi gets to the bottom of the truth behind her mother's
and sister's disappearances, she finds herself on a direct collision course with her
uncle and the only community she has ever known. In this funny, compassionate and
moving novel, Miriam Toews has created a character who will stay in the hearts of
readers long after they've put the book down.

Their Amish Stepfather
Amish midwife Sarah Mast takes over responsibility from her aging aunt to run the
Pleasant Valley birthing center and must fight those skeptical of her abilities,
including Aaron Miller, who previously seemed drawn to her. (religious fiction).
Simultaneous.

Amish Confidential
Could the arrival of Florence's baby soften Wilma's heart and mend a rift between
two families? The girls are getting used to their new stepfather. Meanwhile, Hope has
plans for a bright future with a certain young Englisher, who's interested in joining
their faith, or is he?

Who Killed Uncle Alfie?
A collection of delicious honey recipes from the Honeybee Sisters book series,
featuring quotes and recipes from Sweet as Honey, A Bee in her Bonnet, and Like a
Bee to Honey--Amish romances by Jennifer Beckstrand. Lily, Poppy, and Rose
Christner, known as the Honeybee Sisters in their Amish community, are smart,
inseparable, and all grown up. Orphaned when they were very young, the girls were
raised by their eccentric Aunt Bitsy, who doesn't behave like a proper Amish
spinster. The Honeybee Sisters have blossomed into rare beauties, and the boys in
the community have begun to take notice. But Aunt Bitsy is determined to scare off
all comers with her brusque manner and her handy shotgun. None but the most
worthy will make it past Bitsy's defenses. It's going to be a rowdy and romantic
summer--harvesting honey from their many beehives and fighting off the boys right
and left. Note from Aunt Bitsy When my girls told me they wanted to write a
cookbook, I wasn't too keen on the idea. Food attracts boys like honey attracts bees.
I warned them that if they didn't want the boys hanging around the house, they
shouldn't make the cakes and pies and cookies that are sure to bring them running.
My nieces didn't seem to be alarmed about the prospect of boys all over the place, so
I suppose they'll have to learn the hard way. My problem is that smart, feisty, pretty
girls attract boys even better than honey does. So even if my girls stopped cooking
altogether, I have a sneaking suspicion that the boys would still find excuses to come
over. Some of the recipes in this book, like Honey Glazed Pretzels and Whole Wheat
Bread, are very traditional Amish dishes. Others, like Salmon Tacos and Coconut
Lime Chicken, are less traditional but still wunderbarr. I lived as an Englischer for
twenty years before coming back to the Amish to raise my three nieces, and as a
dental hygienist, I collected a lot of recipes. Here's my final warning: Boys are like
stray cats. If you feed them, they'll keep coming back. Buy this cookbook at your own
risk.
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